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Lecture I:
Neo-Progressives and
Old Institutions

The Cook Lectures:
Politics in the
Television Age
This ear the distinguished political scientist, Austin Ranney,
delivered the three William . Cook
Lectures on American Institutions.
This lecture series was established by
the Law School's former dean and
benefactor to support and strengthen
American institutions by encouraging
thoughtful reconsideration of them.
Widespread and frequently contradictory commentary on the recent
changes in our national political life
led the committee selecting a lecturer
to turn to Austin Ranney for a systematic analysis. One of the foremost
students of the American political
process, Mr. Ranney is Resident
Scholar at the American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy Research in
Washington and Professorial Lecturer
at Georgetown University. Mr. Ranney has written extensively on
American politics and elections.
Among his books are The Doctrine of
Responsible Party Government and
Curing the Mischiefs of Faction . Most
recently Mr. Ranney edited and contributed to a volume entitled The
American Elections of 1980 .

In his Cook lectures , Mr. Ranney
was equally topical. "The American
Way of Politics" was his overall subject, and his focus was on the nature
and significance of the changes in
our national political life since World
War II. His first lecture described
the decline of national parties, the
rise of the single issue pressure
group, and the rise of Neo-Progressivism as the most influential
developments of the period. The
second anJ third lectures examined
the significance of television's having
become the primary medium through
which we learn about politics.
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Befor b ginning his dis ussion of
changes in the American way of
politics since World War II, Mr. Ranney remarked that not v rything
political has changed. Att ntion to
flaws in gov rnment and impatience
to remove them hav pr dominated
in the American character since
1 'is de Toqueville observed them
in the nineteenth centur . Organization is as essential to political
effectiveness as it ever was. But the
role of political parties as organizers
has significantly declined, Ranney
said. Party identification is no longer
the most powerful factor in determining votes. A study carried out by the
University of Michigan Center for
Political Studies shows, Ranney said,
that the voters' feelings about issues
and about the personality of the candidates have recently become more
important than party allegiance in
accounting for votes. Increases in the
number of voters who register as
independents are indicative of this
trend, as is the decline in straight
ticket votes. Parties have also lost
much of their traditional power over
the financing and directing of presidential campaigns since 1945.
One form of organization which
has arisen to fill the political vacuum
left by the decline of presidential
parties, Ranney said, is the single
issue pressure group. What distinguishes these from traditional
pressure groups is that they do not
represent coalitions of various interests which have already made
compromises and accommodations
among themselves. The new single
interest groups, like the anti-abortionists or the National Rifle Association,
tend to have deep emotional commitm nt to a ingle cause, to seek total
victory, and to regard compromise as
surrender to evil. Ranney argued
that the direct methods of operation
of these groups express growing
impatience with all intermediating
institutions including the mechanisms of representative government.
This impatience can be seen as a
facet of the general cynicism about
leaders and political institutions that
has arisen since the Vietnam war and
the Watergate scandel. Yet this disaffection from government expresses
not the conviction that our system is
hopeless, Ranney said, but the need
for reform. The nature of reforms
currently advocated is telling . Most
people favor legislation enabling the
people to act directly, and greater
restriction on the power and tenure
of elected officials. Ranney labelled

this movement for reforms which
restrict the power of intermediating
institutions to work ill and empower
ordinary people to by-pass them
"Neo-Progressivism."
Like the Progressivism which dominated American politics in the first
two decades of this century , the current movement for reform seeks both
political purification and more direct
democracy. The "old" progressives
won important institutional changes
which survive today, like the initiative, the referendum, and the direct
primary. Ranney saw these reforms
as intended to help the individual
citizen, believed to be the disinterest d "man of good will ," to wrest
pow r from political machines and
trusts. Cleansing government of special interests is also an important
aspect of Neo-Progressivism.
The most visible and influential
group recently advocating such
reform has been Common Cause. It
successfully fought for financial disclosure laws and reforms intended to
assure that special interests must
operate openly.
Faith in direct democracy is
another aspect of Neo-Progressivism
with roots in traditional Progressive
thought, Ranney said. This view
holds that government will remain
suspect, despite all efforts at purification, and that the only way to remove
popular cynicism is to return power
to the people. Increased use of the
referendum in states where it is legal
is an outcome of the Neo-Progressive
demand for immediate action. Conservatives have sought direct
legislation to restrict government's
spending powers, while liberal and
environmental groups have used
similar methods to restrict the construction of nuclear power plants or
the use of disposable beverage
containers.
The rise of such Neo-Progressive
thinking , which cuts across the traditional opposition of liberal and
conservative, as well as the decline in
the influence of political parties and
the emergence of single issue pressure groups are among the most
influential political developments
since World War II. Another important development, Ranne said,
would be the subject of his second
and third lectures: the advent of
television.

Lecture II:
Political Reality ...
in the Television Age
Television has become the primary
source of Americans' political information in the past twenty-five years,
Mr. Ranney said. Questioning how
that development has come to affect,
and perhaps determine, political
reality , he offered a telling example.
In 1968, when President Johnson was
still committed to winning the Vietnam war, Walter Cronkite went on
location to determine the facts and
reported that the only rational way
out was to negotiate, not as a winner
but as an honorable person. Johnson,
watching the newscast, is said to
have told his aides "It's all over."
Soon after, he declared to the nation
that he would end the war and not
seek reelection. This event , which
has been called "the first time a war
has been declared over by an anchorman," suggests the power of televised
reports to influence or shape events.
Television's influence over our
political understanding results in
part from the commonly held view
that politics are confusing and not
the most interesting aspect of life.
Americans traditionally have not
made an effort to acquire political
information. Until the advent of television most people's views of
government and issues were shaped
by contact with the few of their
friends , relatives and acquaintances
who read the mass media. It has been
theorized, Ranne said , that these
interested . informed opinion leaders
largel shaped the iews of the
apathetic.
Tele ision render such theories
obsolete, Ranne said . In the 1980s
there is no part of the United States
that does not receive a tele ision
signal. inet -eight percent of American homes ha e at least one
television set. and 50 percent ha e
t o or more. In fact there are more
televisions in America than there are
telephones, toilets or bathtubs , and
the are turned on 6 or 7 hours a
da . Per asi e as television is , its
influ nee is hard to assess. e
should recognize. Ranne said, that
one fifth of the time televi ions are
on, the pla to an empt room;
another fifth of the time whoever is
in the room isn t watching. Even
watching television is customaril a
communal activit demanding little
effort or attention.
Although televisions are thus e perienced as small pieces of living
room, bedroom or den furniture . their
influence is not trivial . Television
tends to define the framework ithin
which family life occurs. It affects

Austin Ranney
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the character of our li es. Ranne
aid. and tak time a a from other
activities.
The passi it of tele 1S1on iewing
contributes to it importanc a a
medium of political information. The
audience for national news asts is
often an inad ertant one composed of
those who neglect to turn off their
sets after the local ports and
, eather, and other people in the
room with them . It is much easier to
get the news from television than
from print media, and nearl t athirds of Americans sa that the do
o. ie, ers get political information
v ithout seeking it; televised news
requires little more than that the
audience believe what is said. and
evidence suggests that the do. Television is a more trusted medium
that print journalism. Ranney said, in
part because of its tendenc to transmit the personality of the reporter.
hile we do not know the human
source of the words on a page of
ne sprint, our sense of facts and
opinions that we learn about from
television is profoundly influenced
b the looks and demeanor of the
people who report them. Because
television presents us with a combination of word , tone and look, it
seems to give a fuller sense of who a
person is than other media. This
has had a significant impact, Ranney
pointed out, in instances like the
Kennedy- ixon debates. Radio listeners generally thought Nixon won
the debates, while television viewers
favored Kennedy. Kennedy gained
political advantage from the debates
because so many more people were
viewers rather than listeners .
After thus allo ing television's
particular capacity for conveying a
sense of realit Ranney questioned
how much television creates or
shapes this reality. ls there a political
life which television represents , Ranney asked. How can we know that
pre-existing reality and measure the
effectiveness of media coverage of it?
Ranney began his answer to these
questions by asserting that most news
broadcasters do believe there is a
pre-existing reality which they simply report.
Several examples of television
co erage might call that belief into
question. CBS 's 1968 documentary,
" Hunger in America" was cited in
Edward J. Epstein's book on teleision news as an interesting case in
point. It pictured a baby actually
d ing on camera while the commentary declared, "Hunger is easy to
recognize when it looks like this ." In
fact , the baby pictured had been
born three months premature when
its mother was involved in an auto18

mobile accident, and its death was
not the result of starvation. hen
this wa discovered and CBS criticized , the network responded that the
show as accurate since the conditions it described did exist, even
if their shocking picture showed
quite a different tragedy. This e ample reveals the bias of television
news. Rather than favoring any particular view or candidate, it is
designed to attract and hold an
audience, Ranney said.
The difference between televised
realit and "real" reality is blurred by
the ort of events which might not
have occurred without television
crews on the scene. etworks sometimes favor such events, called
"medialities'' by one commentator,
because the are predictable. The
difficult and expense of arranging to
have camera crews on location as
dramatic happenings occur fosters
coverage of scheduled events like
news conferences and protest demonstrations. The debates between
presidential candidates have provided other e amples of how
significantly television coverage may
shape an event.
The televised debate between
Carter and Ford in 1976 was made
possible by an F.C.C. holding that the
equal time rules did not preclude
television's covering a debate
between only the two major candidates if it was sponsored by an
organization other than the networks.
The League of Women Voters held
the debate, but when the audio
equipment of the television crews
failed to operate for twenty-six minutes, the candidates ceased speaking,
and waited at the podium for it to
be repaired. Had television really
been only reporting on debates presented for the League's audience,
clearly the debates would have continued uninterrupted.
The severe, fixed time restrictions
of television news combine with
the expense of camera coverage to
make editorial choice its very
essence. Unlike newspaper stories
which summarize in a headline and
lead paragraph television news items
are designed to be viewed in their
entirety by all of the audience. They
are extremely short. To enable the
public to grasp briefly seen pictures
and graphics , voiceover commentary
is designed to place individual events
into an on-going narrative or overarching schema. Reference is repeatedly made to a significant pattern
in the transient phenomena covered.
To select stories which will work
effectively, networks rely heavily on
the wire services, on news magazines , and on national newspapers.

One might say that in this process
the old two step flow of political
information is reincarnated, Ranney
pointed out.
While television commentators
thus depend on other journalists to
determine which events to cover,
their interpretations of those events
profoundly affect the opinions of
their audience. Gerald Ford's remark
about the Eastern European nations
not being dominated by the oviets
went unnoticed by most viewers who
thought he had won the debate until
they heard critiques of his gaffe.
Subsequent presidential debates
have provided other e amples of
"medialities" which influenced public perceptions of the candidates. Our
experience of the three series of
debates suggest a pattern. In each
case a challenger was up against an
incumbent, or in the case of Nixon in
1960, a quasi-incumbent. In each
case the challenger was thought to
have won the debate, and did go on
to win the election. In every case, the
perceived victory in the debate was
seen as a key to subsequent success
in the election.
This suggests that the political
''medialities" created by the presence
of television have been at least as
important in presidential politics as
any reality independent of television.
For many people television images
have great power, validity, and substance. For the majority, if not for
politics buffs. televised political reality is real reality. That fact is crucial,
Ranney concluded for understanding
why the American way of politics
has changed in the television age.

Lecture III:
Bias in Television News
In his third lecture Mr. Ranney
qu stioned the existence, nature , and
ffect of bias in newscasting. Since
som charges of bias accuse broadcasters of ex essive conservatism
whil oth rs decry th unvarying leftist liberal slant of the news , an
ov rview of the charges suggest there
is no on consistent bias .
In fact , Ranney suggest d , the bias
of tel vision news is less political
than journalistic. It is a structural
slant resulting from the inherent form
of television and from the circumstan es of news gathering in the
United States today. Some of those
circumstances are economic , Ranney
said . Commercial stations and networks are private businesses whose
financial welfare depends on attracting and holding an audience of the
right age and economic status. Since
research into viewer preference indicates that pictures of things
happening are more interesting to
watch than people talking , and that
the novel and weird is more interesting than the norm, television news
is likely to overstress the dramatic
and unusual. Broadcasters only turn
to coverage of the normal when it
is likely to appear strange to audiences already sated with the bizarre.
Time is another structural factor
shaping television news coverage.
Any OI}.e story is given very little air
time, rarely more than a minute.
These snippets which can offer onl
brisk headline treatment would be
incomprehensible if the networks did
not provide continuity. They do so
by presenting one day's stories as
part of larger, on-going dramas , or as
illustrative of themes alread familiar
to the viewers. To hold the audience's
attention, networks evol e enduring
characterizations of political candidates, movements, and con£lict
around which to order the pres ntation of isolated events .
News co erage is also influenced
by legal regulations . Indeed some
p ople have argued that
might
get no national news if conomic and
time considerations ere the onl
factors controlling the commercial
networks. Federal Communications
ommission regulations do require
that local stations broadcast a certain
amount of national news, and carr ing their network's night! news
program is the easiest method of
compliance. Conformity with the
F.C.C.'s equal time rule and fairn ss
doctrine requirements thu become
th problem of the national networks.
Most broadcasters comp! with these
restrictions by presenting issues in

a point/counterpoint format. No issue
is presented as sustaining only one
defensible position. Even the Surgeon
General 's report on the dangers of
cigarette smoking was countered
with statements from the tobacco
industry , Ranney pointed out. News
producers also suspect that representation of more than two contrasting
viewpoints on any subject will be
confusing . Thus television news
fosters the questionable impression
that every political issue has two
sides , and only two sides, Ranney
said.
Television news is also influenced
by the nature of the individuals who
make it. Several studies of network
news people reveal, contrary to the
accusations of elitism and sophisticated snobbery from former Vice
President Agnew and others , that
news correspondants tend to come
from small towns , most often in the
Midwest. The majority of them
attended public colleges where they
majored in English , Journalism , or
Communication rather than in History or Political Science. Fe of them
ha e had a long-standing relationship
with political causes or organizations ,
and almost none have ever orked
for a political party or candidate. In
fact , over two-thirds of those surveyed claimed ne er to have
registered to vote for either political
part .
ewscasters ' apolitical backgrounds are an asset since most
networks forbid correspondants from
voicing committment to political
causes or from taking sides in any
political disputes in wa s that might
reflect on the network's impartialit .
ost ne\i speople seem to ie\ themel e as "liberals,' but interpret the
term as indicating onl that the_
are independent and open-minded .
Their politics can be seen a a ariety
of the eo-Progres i ism discussed
in the fir t lecture, Ranne pointed
out. Th ideal of the individual good
citizen, independent of special intersts and party loyaltie , making up
hi own mind about the measures
and candidates that ,vill best promote
th public good. underlies both Progre ive thought and tele ision
broadcasting.
The bias of television news is not
political but structural. Ranney concluded from this discussion. It arises
from the economic, organizational ,
and legal circumstances within
which broadcasters operate, and from
the nature of t~e people who are
attracted to the field . That bias tends
to produce a picture of politics as a
competeti e game played by individuals in rant of an audience of the
electorat'e. Individuals , not groups

and organizations, are ideal television subjects ; they are easily
interviewed and understood. When
television news does cover parties or
institutions, it personifies them, Ranney said. A presidential campaign
is characterized as Reagan versus
Carter, not as a conflict of parties or
ideologies.
What is interesting in political
contests, according to the networks ,
is who is winning . Candidates are
portrayed as motivated by self-interest and the drive to win elections
rather than by ideals or political
philosophy. Some critics have suggested , Ranney said, that network
news can best be understood as a
form of sports reporting in its emphasis on strategy and outcome rather
than on the candidates' views and
records.
In conclusion, Ranney described
what he sees as two significant substantive biases characterizing the
portrayal of American politics in the
national news which could material}
affect the opinions of the people.
ews commentators ' suspicion of all
politicians , especially those most
identified with electoral politics, was
the first. Correspondants tend to see
their job to be exposing the falseness
of politicians ' rhetorical claims. Their
adversial stance is intensified by the
difference between print journalism
and television interviewing where
the politician can speak directly
to his audience. The describing of the
candidate and his views that is a
traditional aspect of journalism is
accomplished b the cameras and
recording equipment , while the commentator tends to provide only
balancing opposition. Television's
fictional politicians, a group of , indbags and phonies , reflect a
skepticism on the part of their creators which is similar to the
newscasters'. Political compromise,
Ranne said , tends not to in olve the
clear and snappy opposition of right
and wrong that is the stuff of television drama.
Suspicion of the establishment was
the second substantial bias , hich
Ranney sa in tele ision ne s.
Broadcasters. like all journalists, see
their job as informing the electorate.
They are proud of the instances
where their exposes lead to reform.
In television news this attitude works
in combination with the stres on
competition that is intended to hold
audience attention and pro ide continuit . The in of an underdog or
the emergence of a new cau e is
more e citing than the statu quo , so
such events recei e di porportionate
attention. "Carter the long shot"
attracted er different co rage than
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"Carter the front-runner." Television
news has taken on the role of the
"loyal opposition," Ranney said.
Even more than the party out of
power. newscasters have accepted the
job of subjecting established political
figures and policies to suspicious and
critical scrutiny. The bias of such a
"loyal opposition" is more structural
than ideological, yet it is understandable, constant, and predictable,
Ranney said. In the American Way of
Politics in the 1980s, he concluded,
"That's the way it is."

Seminar Sparked
Sharp Debate on
National Parks

Donald Brown
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Law School Professor Joseph L.
Sax, whose work on the National
Park System has brought him wide
recognition both within and without
the legal profession, recently served
as moderator of a panel discussion
that probed the tensions between
public and private interests in the
National Parks.
The seminar. entitled "Our
National Parks: Business and Pleasure," was sponsored by the
Environmental Law Society, the Law
School Student Senate, and several
other organizations. Panelists representing a range of opinions were
chosen, and debate was lively.
Participants included two National
Park Superintendants, Donald Brown
of Isle Royal National Park and Richard Peterson of Sleeping Bear
National Lake Shore. Representing
the Sierra Club was Ed Hamilton; the
National In-Holders Association (InHolders are those who own private
property within park boundaries) was
represented by Kathy Stocklen who
owns a business that lies within
Sleeping Bear National Lake Shore.
David Hales , a former Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Interior who
is now a professor at The University
of Michigan School of Natural
Resources, and Michael Preisnitz, a
former Assistant Commissioner of
Planning and Policy for the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources, also participated.
National Parks, Professor Sax
explained in his introductory
remarks cannot be viewed simply as
government enclaves. Private businesses and privately held land are
found within the boundaries of most
parks. The inevitable result, according to Professor Sax, is conflict and

misunderstanding between th public. as represented by the National
Park Service, and such privat business and property owners.
The sharp debate which nsued
among the panelists made this conflict manifest. While In-Hold r Kathy
Stocklen decried the "socially
destructive" effect of allowing th
Park Service to acquire own r-occupied land b condemnation, David
Hales argued that th Park ervice's
"unique goal" of providing "for the
enjoyment of future generations"
sometimes requires that th interests
of present landowners be sacrificed.
The park superintendants present
both held that the problems of condemnation of private lands had been
e aggerated, and that arrangements
are often made which are satisfactory
to both parties involved.
Other issues discussed were
changes in the Park Service in recent
years, and revised attitudes toward
the purpose of National Parks. Until
recently they were seen as recreation.
areas rather than as natural areas to
be preserved.
Members of the audience had the
opportunity to question and debate
with panelists, and several did so.
Among those was Michigan professor
of wildlands management, Kenton
Miller, who argued that in the future
we will be more concerned about
preserving parks in a wild state. The
seminar was open to the public and
attracted a substantial crowd of law
students and others.

Do Children of
Undocumented Aliens
Have a Right
To Education?
The Supreme Court has agreed to
rule on the right of undocumented
alien children to receive public education. Isaias 0. Torres , the Houston
attorney who argued the case for
these children's right to attend American public schools spoke about the
case this fall at a lecture sponsored
by the LaRaza Law Students Association at Michigan. The organization,
made up of Chicano, Cubano, and
Puerto Riqueno students at the Law
School, also invited Esteven T. Flores to be on the program. He is an
Alburquerque, N.M., sociologist
whose testimony has been important
in the case.
At issue is a 1975 Texas statute
which denies public education to
undocumented aliens. The constitutional question turns on whether
undocumented aliens are entitled to
the equal protection guaranteed by
the 14th amendment. The language
of the amendment assures these
rights to "persons," not just to citizens. But the state has argued against
the "person" status of undocumented
aliens, as well as against their falling
within the jurisdiction of the court,
said Torres. He has argued, by contrast, that the jurisdiction of the 14th
amendment is territorial in nature.
The government which taxes illegal
aliens, or gives them parking tickets,
he says, is already treating them as
persons.
If the Supreme Court holds that the
14th amendment does apply to these
children, the question of the kind
of scrutiny to apply to the statute will
arise. An important question, Torres
said, is whether education is a fundamental right. He worked closely with
Flores and other social scientists to
show that total deprivation is at issue
in this case that school districts are
denying the alien children an access
to education. Other arguments concern the provision of the statute
which permits school attendance by
aliens whose parents pay for it.
According to Torres this constitutes
discrimination b wealth. The statute
also makes innocent children suffer
for the acts of their parents, Torres
said .
If the court decides that the principle of strict scrutiny applies, the
burden falls on the state to provide a
rationale for the statute. Claims that
the fiscal impact of admitting undocumented aliens to the educational
system would be great and that the

bilingual education program could
not be expanded enough to meet the
new demand were countered by
Mr. Torres. He drew on evidence
gathered by social scientists. Their
work has been crucial, Torres said, in
disproving myths and speculation.
Esteven Flores , a doctoral candidate from the University of Texas ,
continued the program with a discussion of the challenges and rewards
of collaboration between lawyers and
social scientists. Noting that resistance to such alliances is based on
the assumption that social science
must be objective and free of bias ,
Flores argued that all researchers
work in a context. What we should
expect, he said , is that they acknowledge their assumptions.
Studies important lo this case were
designed to produce a social, demographic and economic description
of undocumented aliens. Flores
remarked on the difficulty of getting
data about people who are afraid to
reveal their status and the need for
researchers to be people who could
build rapport with them. Results
indicated that by and large the aliens
who have school-age children are
permanent residents . According to
one study they have an average family income of $800 per month. inety
percent of the families have income
tax deducted from wages , and twothirds file tax returns.
The presentation sparked a lively
question and answer session. Professor Yale Kamisar suggested that, for
tactical purposes , the lawyer representing the undocumented alien
children might want to separate the
rights of the children under the fourteenth amendment from the rights
of adult aliens. Professor T. Alexander
Aleinikoff, who joined the faculty
this fall and will lecture on immigration at the Law Alumni Reunion
and Law Forum, contributed to the
discussion. Other audience members
questioned the significance of Justice
Sandra O Conner's having replaced
Justice Potter Stewart on the Supreme
Court.

Isaias D. Torres

Esteven T. Flores
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